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Your essential rideout roadbook covering the best biking routes around Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, including short trips and longer tours.Discover the best motorcycling roads

around Great Britain and Northern Ireland, chosen by the biking route expert, Simon Weir.

Each one is explained in depth with all key attractions highlighted in the detailed A-Z mapping.

Stunning photographs and easy-to-follow road book directions throughout.Simple turn-by-turn

directions and clear maps for every routeShort, practical rides for the weekend, most lasting

1-2 hoursComprehensive coverage of every corner of the country100 great rideouts to discover

with your friends

About the AuthorGeographers’ Map Company Ltd. (A-Z Maps) was established in London on

25 August 1936. The company’s most famous publication, the iconic A-Z Atlas and Guide to

London, was created by Phyllis Pearsall, the founder of A-Z, who explored every street in

London to create the first edition. Since then, A-Z has become the trusted source for street

maps and atlases, as well as developing Visitors’ Guides, Road Atlases and the Adventure

Map series for walkers. --This text refers to the spiral_bound edition.
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Mark, “Just what every touring rider needs.. This is just what I need, Teapot One recommended

this & every trip he has done is stunning from this book, author has done a great job keep it to

the point with just enough information for you & not long dragged out story's, there's even a

ride in my location that I did not know about, soon as I get my new GS this will be getting

done....thoroughly recommended & thanks to Teapot One for recommending this & most

importantly the author for this guide.”

Stefanos, “A biker must have. The book only contains routes without too much text, which is

great. There are small tips on the maps. All in all great addition to Bikers Britain books.”

SW, “Very Nice Bikers Britain Route Book. This book comes just packaged in standard amazon

packaging.This book on first impressions seem nicely presented and has an attractive glossy

picture on the font. The book is A5 in size and is spiral bound to make it easy to turn and keep

the pages flat when reading. The one supplied for review did have some damage on the top left

hand corner near to the top of the spiral, but due mainly to how it had been packaged.The

book has 100 bikers routes around Britain. The chapters are broken down into the different

parts of the country and each route has been named and numbered. It shows the route visually

in detail on the left hand pages, showing the exact number of roads to be taken. There is also a

full written breakdown on the right hand pages of which road to take, the distance needed to

travel and when to turn or when to go around a roundabout. The book has a useful key at the

beginning to help identify turns and roundabouts and traffic lights. It also tells you for each

route the full distance and an estimate of the time to allow for the journey. I think this is a really

useful book for a planning a nice day out. It could good be used for car drivers as well as there

are some nice routes for example through the Peak District. The book covers the whole of the

UK, Scotland and Northern Island.My only slight criticism is that it is a shame that it doesn’t

detail a little more what is to be seen exactly on each route to help on the choice of routes.It

would make a nice present for a biker in the family.I have found no issues with the book, apart

from slight damage from packaging.I hope you find my review useful. Thanks”

satanspawn71, “Nice quality, perfect for touring - clear, concise. Even though there isn't much

of a route 'tour guide' approach with this book, there are still some great routes and most

importantly clear concise instructions and easy to read.If you are expecting something similar

to motorbike magazines route reviews - e.g. where the coffee stops are, what to look at, where

the dodgy places are on the roads then you will be a little disappointed.However, if like me you

want a base for working all those things out for yourself, then you will love it. Just enough

information to help you get started without planning the route yourself, and you can make your

own destination if you choose as these 'routes' are basically riding round in circuits as it were.

Don't let that put you off thought its good value for money and a perfect gift for your biker mate.”



Niree, “Useful. Very good and useful map. Clear, straightforward and also includes some useful

hints and tips.There are no specified places of interest though so best used in reference with

something else but still a handy little book to have.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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